This paper proposes a Mixed-Integer Linear Programming approach for the Soft Graph Clustering Problem. This is the first method that simultaneously allocates membership proportion for vertices that lie in multiple clusters, and that enforces an equal balance of the cluster memberships. Compared to ([Palla et al., 2005] , [Derényi et al., 2005] , [Adamcsek et al., 2006] ), the clusters found in our method are not limited to k-clique neighbourhoods. Compared to ([Hope and Keller, 2013] ), our method can produce non-trivial clusters even for a connected unweighted graph.
Introduction
Consider an undirected graph G = (V, E) with V the set of vertices and E = {(i, j) | i, j ∈ V, i < j} the set of edges. Each edge e ∈ E is associated with a weight w e ∈ R that indicates the similarity between its two end vertices-the lager the weight, the more "similar" the two vertices are. The hard graph clustering (HGC) problem is to create distinct partitions (clusters, or, communities) of the set of vertices according to their similarities, i.e., to form V 1 , . . . , V k , where i=1,...,k V i = V , and V i ∩ V j = ∅ for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, i = j. For a thorough literature review of the graph clustering problems, see, e.g., [Schaeffer, 2007] , and for fast algorithms for large-scale networks, see, e.g., [Girvan and Newman, 2002; Clauset et al., 2004; Rosvall and Bergstrom, 2008] . For datasets, see, e.g., SNAP network datasets [sna, ] and SNAP biomedical datasets [Marinka Zitnik and Leskovec, 2018] .
The soft graph clustering (SGC) problem, (also known as fuzzy graph clustering), on the other hand, allows clusters to have overlaps. A vertex may be a member of more than one cluster. There are numerous applications of SGC, such as: brain research, social network research, natural language processing, citation, and collaboration networks, and so on. A precise problem definition of the SGC varies and is dependent on the application, and sometimes it may not be possible to provide a precise problem definition.
The subject of study in this paper considers the combinatorial optimisation problem where we are required to determine: 1) the composition of each of the clusters; 2) for each vertex that belongs to more than one cluster, how the membership is distributed amongst the clusters (we denote this by x ic , for Vertex i in Cluster c, hence c x ic = 1 for all i ∈ V ). We consider the case that an equal balance of the cluster total vertex memberships is desirable, and that not all vertices are required to be in a cluster. We consider two equally important objectives: 1) to minimize the sum of inter-cluster edge weights (cut across clusters); and 2) to maximize the sum of intra-cluster edge weights (cluster association).
Literature review
There are a number of existing soft clustering algorithms, each designed to suit different applications see, e.g., CFinder of [Palla et al., 2005] , (see also [Derényi et al., 2005] , [Adamcsek et al., 2006] ), the MaxMax Algorithm of [Hope and Keller, 2013] , the WATSET methods of [Ustalov et al., 2018] for NLP, the Chinese Whisper method of [Biemann, 2006] , Betweenness-based method of [Pinney and Westhead, 2006] , and the Purifying and Filtering the Coupling Matrix approach of [Liu and Foroushani, 2016] . Of these methods, [Biemann, 2006] , [Pinney and Westhead, 2006] , [Liu and Foroushani, 2016] , and [Ustalov et al., 2018] are designed for unweighted graphs only (i.e., graphs with unit edge weight).The MaxMax Algorithm is designed for weighted undirected graphs. For unweighted graphs, however, it will return a trivial solutioneach connected component of the graph will be a cluster. The CFinder is based on the finding of k-clique neighbourhoods. The mixed-integer linear programming method we propose in this paper is able to accomodate both weighted and unweighted graphs, with a small modification required for the latter. In the preliminary experiments section, we will compare and contrast the different methods.
We are not aware of any mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) models for the SGC problems. There are, however, MILP models for other graph clustering, machine learning, and data classification problems. The article [Bertsimas and Shioda, 2007] presents MILP formulations for classification and regression. The idea for classification, e.g., is to partition Class 1 points into K disjoint subsets by finding the hyperplanes that describe the partitioning polyhedrons such that no Class 0 points can be expressed as a convex combination of the Class 1 points in each partition. In general clustering problems, [Saglam et al., 2006] proposes a MILP formulation where one wishes to partition a set of data set into k (a pre-determined number of) clusters. The objective is to minimize the maximum diameter of the generated clusters in order to obtain evenly compact clusters. Essentially the method is an IP-based heuristic method, with some variables fixed by the solution of maximal independent set of size k, where each member of this set is a seed member in the k clusters. The IP model (which is in fact a bilinear model, but linearized using standard linearization strategies) is then solved to obtain an optimal solution to the general clustering problem. Other MILP-based work can be found in, e.g., [Gilpin et al., 2013] and [Ye, 2007] for hierarchical clustering. The latter presents an application in recommendation systems. In Clique Covering Problem (CCP), an NP-hard combinatorial optimisation problem where an undirected graph is to be partitioned to form complete subgraphs, [Miyauchi et al., 2018] proposes a compact ILP formulation for a relaxed problem, as well as a post-optimization repair procedure and a proof of optimality for the final solution to the original problem.
Contribution of the paper
As far as we aware, this paper is the first to propose a methodology for SGC that i) deals with undirected graphs with general integer edge weights w e ≥ 0 and truely takes the values of w e into the optimization process in the way that the larger the value is, the more favourably it will be considered, and at the same time, also deals with unweighted graphs (i.e., graphs with unit edge weight); ii) simultaneously allocates membership proportion (the x ic values) for vertices that lie in multiple clusters; and iii) it enforces an equal balance of the clusters that the sum of vertex memberships over all clusters are roughly the same. We propose an approach that is based on a polynomial-size MILP model, beginning with a small value for K-we enforce that the graph has at least K clusters. One can apply an adaptive approach to find the best value of K iteratively, but the focus of this research is to solve an instantaneous SGC problem with a given K.
The method of [Palla et al., 2005] requires obtaining E = {e ∈ E | w e > w * }, and the graph is subsequently clustered by finding κ-clique neighbourhoods on an unweighted graph H = (V, E ). Our method does not require the finding of κ-cliques, and it takes the values of w e into account during optimization. Comparing with the method of [Hope and Keller, 2013] (MaxMax), for unweighted graphs, if the graph is connected, then MaxMax will produce only one cluster which is the entire graph. Our method, however, can deal with unweighted graphs by converting them into weighted ones via a simple transformation.
In Section 2.1, we present our basic MILP model by considering a number of standard requirements for the SGCP. In Section 2.2, we discuss our strategies for graph connectivity. In Section 2.3, we discuss two objectives: 1) minimizing the total inter-cluster cut, and 2) maximize the total intra-cluster association. In Section 3, we present preliminary numerical results. We then conclude our findings and discuss future research directions in Section 4.
2 A mixed-integer linear programming formulation
The basic model
We first introduce the notation used in this paper. Let:
• A = {a ij ∈ {0, 1} | i, j ∈ V } be the adjacency matrix of G; • M w = max{w e | e ∈ E} the maximum edge weight;
• K be the number of clusters; • C = {c 1 . . . , c K } be the set of clusters;
• y i,c ∈ {0, 1} be a binary decision variable with y i,c = 1
indicating Vertex i is a member of Cluster c; • x i,c ∈ [0, 1] be a continuous decision variable indicating the membership of Vertex i in Cluster c; • κ(c 1 , c 2 ) be the cut between clusters c 1 and c 2 ;
• 0 < µ < 1 a predetermined minimum membership if a vertex is a member of a cluster; • 0 < δ < 1 a predetermined tolerance equal balance of cluster membership; • 0 < ν < 1 a predetermined maximum overlap factor. Now we introduce the constraints. First, we have a set of Membership Constraints. The membership of Vertex i in Cluster c can only be non-zero if it is a member of c, and when it is, the membership must be no less than a predetermined value.
(2) Let L i , for each i ∈ V , be an auxiliary binary variable with L i = 1 indicating i is in at least one of the clusters and L i = 0 otherwise. We require that the sum of memberships for any vertex over all clusters is exactly 1 if the vertex is a member of at least one cluster and 0 otherwise.
We consider an Equal Balance Requirement where the sum of memberships in all clusters are "roughly" the same. As far as we aware, this is the first method that considers such a requirement. This requirement can be modelled as below.
∀c 1 , c 2 ∈ C, c 1 = c 2 (6) Next, we consider the Overlap Cardinality Constraints. Let t i c1,c2 be auxiliary binary decision variable such that t i c1,c2 = 1 if and only if i is a member of both clusters c 1 , c 2 , i.e., y i,c1 = y i,c2 = 1. We have that:
Given any pairs of clusters c 1 , c 2 ∈ C, with c 1 = c 2 , the number of vertices that are in both clusters cannot be larger than a predetermined fraction, ν, of the cardinality of either of the clusters.
To calculate the Inter-cluster Cuts between c 1 and c 2 , we require auxiliary binary variables and nonlinear terms. First, let η i,j c1,c2 be a binary variable such that η i,j c1,c2 = 1 if both of i, j are in the intersection of clusters c 1 and c 2 .
We then use a binary variable s e c1,c2 to indicate the existence of an edge (cut) e = (i, j) (i.e., a ij = 1) with i in c 1 and j in c 2 , but not both in the intersection of c 1 and c 2 (otherwise the "cut" should not be counted). The constraints are as below. For each pair of distinct vertices i, j ∈ V, i = j and each pair of distinct clusters c 1 , c 2 ∈ C, c 1 = c 2 , we have that:
Now, the cut between two distinct vertices i, j ∈ V across two distinct clusters c 1 , c 2 ∈ C, if edge e = (i, j) ∈ E exists, is defined by:
The terms x i,c1 s e c1,c2 and x j,c2 s e c1,c2 are bilinear, and can be linearized by introducing auxiliary non-negative continuous variables τ e,i c1,c2 ≥ 0 and τ e,j c1,c2 ≥ 0 and the following constraints. For each e = (i, j) ∈ E, c 1 , c 2 ∈ C, c 1 = c 2 , we have that:
The cut κ(c 1 , c 2 ) is calculated by the following linear term.
Now, we consider the Intra-cluster Association calculations. Let z c i,j be an auxiliary binary variable with z c i,j = 1 if i, j are both in c and that the edge e = (i, j) exists in E. The constraints are give by:
The intra-cluster association of c ∈ C is given by
We linearize the association using auxiliary continuous variables π 
The association within a cluster c, denoted by A(c), is calculated as follows:
Cluster connectivity
Clusters are required to be connected, it is likely that this can only be achieved with exponentially many variables and solved using a branch-and-price approach, or with exponentially many constraints and solved using a branch-and-cut approach. Our approach here is not an exact one, as we wish to keep the formulation compact (i.e., polynomial in size). We derive a number of constraints that capture a few conditions for graph connectivity that are necessary but not sufficient. When there is a connectivity violation, violation elimination constraints can be added in a lazy fashion. (Lazy constraints is a technical term in integer programming-hard (and often exponentially many) constraints are relaxed, and are only added when the current integer optimal solution to the relaxed problem violates them-usually only a very small number of them are violated-the problem is then re-optimized, and the procedure recurs until there is no more violated hard constraints). In our preliminary test where we used randomly generated undirected graphs (see Preliminary Numerical Results section), most of the problem instances produced connected clusters.
First of all, the number of edges in a connected undirected graph cannot be smaller than the cardinality of the graph minus one. We define γ c i,j ∈ {0, 1} to be a span variable that can only be one when i and j are both in Cluster c and that the edge (i, j) exists in E. We have that:
and that
We also require that all vertices in each cluster must be connected to at least one other vertex in the same cluster.
However, Constraints (39)- (43) are not enough to eliminate multiple loops within a cluster. A cluster may contain vertices {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, but the constraints cannot eliminate the formation of subgraphs {1, 2, 3} and {4, 5, 6} within the cluster. Therefore, we borrowed the time constraints idea for Asymmetric Travelling Salesman Problem (ATSP) subtour elimination ([Miller et al., 1960] ). Let t i ≥ 0, i ∈ V , be a decision variable indicating the "time of arrival" at Vertex i. Suppose {1, 2, 3} is a strict subset of a cluster c, to prevent the relevant span variables from forming a loop, we require that γ c i,j = 1 if and only if t j = t i +1, for each pair of distinct i, j ∈ V , i = j and each c ∈ C. We have that:
E.g., consider the vertices {1, 2, 3} a strict subset of c, a loop with edges (1, 2), (2, 3), (1, 3) a violation of the time constraints, as t 3 cannot be equal to t 1 + 1 and t 1 + 2 simultaneously. Constraints (44) and (45) can eliminate certain types of loops formed by the span variables, but not all. In any case, adding them will give the span variables a better chance at making a full span in a cluster and thus the connectivity. Notice that the time constraints do not cut off feasible solutions due to the fact that even if a variable γ c i,j is forced to be 0, there is no impact on the values of y ic and y jc , as (39)- (41) do not induce a bi-conditional relation. In our preliminary numerical experiments, the time constraints are expensive to implement, and often we do not have disconnected clusters with just (39)-(43) alone.
When cluster size K is a hard constraint, and there exist a disconnected cluster, in the case of maximizing total association, e.g., one can consider adding the following cut in a lazy fashion and re-optimize. Let I * be the set of y-variables with a value of 1 in the optimal solution, we add:
The objective function
Two commonly considered objective functions are: 1) minimize the sum of inter-cluster cuts and 2) maximize the sum of intra-cluster association given by (47) and (48) below respectively.
Notice that it is necessary to enforce a minimum cluster size, otherwise a trivial optimal solution to (47) is to assign no vertices to any clusters. Thus we have:
c∈C i∈V
for 0 < σ < 1 a predetermined value. The two objectives should be considered simultaneously. Some may consider minimizing the sum of ratio of intercluster cuts and intra-cluster associations over all pairs of distinct clusters.
Diagram (1) below shows how the sum of ratios of intercluster cuts and intra-cluster associations changes. The first data point on the left is obtained when we optimize (47) and set w 1 to be the value of ∀c∈C A(c) in the optimal solution. We can see that the total intra-cluster association is also small, and so is the value of (50). The last data point on the right is obtained when we optimize (48) and we set w 2 to be the optimal objective value. We then minimize (47) with ∀c∈C A(c) ≥ j , for j = j 10 (w 2 − w 1 ), j = 1, . . . , 10. One can, however, consider recent advances in Biobjective Integer Programming (see, e.g., [Dai and Charkhgard, 2018] ). In fact, different applications of the SGC may have a different objective function that describes the SGC better. Besides, the structure of the graph must be taken into consideration in determining what the most appropriate objective function is. One may therefore consider applying machine learning to automate the finding of an appropriate objective function.
Edge weight transformation for unweighted graphs
For undirected graphs with w e = 1, for all e = (i, j) ∈ E, the MILP does not work very well because it cannot distinguish between an edge in a sparse neighbourhood with one in a dense neighbourhood. To give favour to edges in a dense neighbourhood, we obtain new edge weights by calculating w e = 1 + |{k ∈ V : (i, k), (j, k) ∈ E, k = i, j}|, i.e., the new edge weight of e will be one plus the number of vertices that are connected to both of the end nodes of e.
Preliminary numerical results
We compared our method with [Hope and Keller, 2013] . We used a 21-vertex instance of weighted graph. We can see that the clusters of CFinder are the 3-clique neighbourhoods, and therefore some of the edges with heavy weight are not included, e.g., (6, 7), (9, 10), (17, 20) . The MaxMax solution, however, have these heavy-weight edges covered. However, for unweighted graphs, MaxMax will cluster the graph by connected components, so if the graph is connected, then there will be only one cluster. The MILP solution produces not only the clusters, but also the membership proportion for each vertex that belongs to more than one cluster. None of MaxMax or CFinder provides this information. One can see clearly that the Min Cut solution can also produce a relatively balanced set of clusters in terms of total weighted memberships of the clusters when the clusters are connected. None of the existing SGC methods considered such a constraint. In the Max Association solution below, unfortunately, because the MILP enforced three clusters, and the blue cluster is not connected, we have four clusters instead, so the equal balance cannot be guarantee in this case. In any case, the four clusters demonstrated the four strongest connections by w e . As for the membership proportions, take Vertex 9 as an example, since there are more heavily weighted links in the pink cluster rather than the green cluster, 0.9 of its membership is in the former, and 0.1 in the latter. 
KKI instances
In this section, we applied our method on some KKI instances from https://github.com/shiruipan/graph datasets. Since the KKI instances are unweighted, we perform the edge weight transformation described in Section 2.4. In Table 1 , column Opt presents the time taken (in seconds) for proving optimality, and the column Gap presents the gap between the MIP relative gap, (i.e., the gap between the best integer objective and the objective of the best active node on the branch-and-bound tree), for instances that are not solved to optimality within the given time limit (10 minutes). The column r is the ratio of total inter-cluster cut over total intracluster association. We used IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio v12.8 [Support, 2018] for solving the MILPs.
Instances from a random problem generator
We have generated 10 problem classes with 5 instances for each problem class. The problem instances were generated using a random problem generator where number of vertices on the undirected graph, (|V |), density of graph |E| 2|V |(|V |−1) , and an upper bound on the edge weight M w are taken as user input. The edge weights are generated by each given a number chosen uniformly randomly between [1, M w ]. In Table 2 , the names of the problem classes are in the form of: N followed by the value of |V |, d followed by the density of G, and then M followed by the value of M w . The column CON is the percentage of clusters that are connected in each problem class. In the columns where two numbers were given for each problem class, the first row presents the average value over 5 problem instances, and the second row presents the value of the standard deviation. The bracket underneath each problem class indicates the number of instances that are solved to optimality versus the number of instances that are not. 
Preliminary testing
We experimented with instances with maximum edge weight M w = 50 and 100, K = 3 clusters, and σ = 0.7. From the results of Table 2 , we can see that the computation time grows exponentially as the size of the problem grows, or the density of the graph grows. For problem instances that are not solved to optimality, the MIP gaps are large. However in all problem instances, feasible solutions are found reasonably quickly. We can see that the computation time for maximizing total intra-cluster association is substantially longer than minimizing total inter-cluster cuts. For problem instances that are not solved to optimality, however, the former has a smaller MIP gap whilst the latter can solve larger problem instances.
With an objective of maximizing total association, we did not include Constraint (49) as the objective will drive as much edges used as possible. We cannot obtain a conclusive remark on the effects of M w in terms of computation time.
Conclusions and future research directions
We proposed and developed a polynomial-size MILP model for the SGCP. As far as we aware, this is the first approach that simultaneously allocates membership proportion (the x ic values) for vertices that lie in multiple clusters, and that enforces an equal balance of the clusters so that the sum of vertex memberships over all clusters are roughly the same. method are not limited to k-clique neighbourhoods. Compared to MaxMax ( [Hope and Keller, 2013] ), our method can produce non-trivial clusters even for a connected unweighted graph. An obvious future research direction is to perform a thorough numerical experiment on all parameters used in the model. One can consider alternative formulations, e.g., a branch-and-cut approach, using constraints to cut off infeasible solutions (namely, solutions with disconnected clusters); or, a branch-and-price approach, using exponentially many variables each representing a feasible cluster (in which case connectivity is guaranteed). Even though the cut separation and column generation subproblems themselves are expected to be NP-hard, heuristic approaches can be derived for speedy execution. Further, one may consider an adaptive approach to find the optimal number of clusters, instead of iteratively optimising over different values of K. 
